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An EEG-study on brain oscillatory correlates in the context of
developing decision-preparation of approach or withdrawal behaviour in
the face of reactive aggressive scenarios
Although research on neural correlates of cognitive processing has been proceeded for
over 40 years, emotion research is always a challenge to researchers. Scientists
developed processing-models of emotion and defined the term aggression (Selg 1988;
Gross 2008). Additionally, numerous studies using electroencephalography (EEG) and
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) addressed neural correlates of cognitive,
perceptual and emotional processing (Klimesch et al., 1997, 2007, 2008, 2010; Sarnthein
et al., 1998; Volf et al., 1999; Weiss et al., 2000; Kolev et al., 2001; Mathiak & Weber,
2006; Güntekin et al., 2007; Fehr et al., 2007; Sauseng et al., 2008; Garcia-Garcia et al.,
2008; Yang et al., 2009; Koles et al., 2010; Fehr et al., in preparation). Several approaches
using EEG were designed to analyze brain oscillations; it was suggested that alpha and
theta activity components are differentially related to cognitive and perceptual processing
entities. In comparison to resting state EEG, alpha power decreased, whereas theta power
increased during cognitive and perceptual task performance (Klimesch et al., 1997, 2007;
Sarnthein et al., 1998; Weiss et al., 2000; Kolev et al., 2001). There is also a discussion
about gender differences in the cerebral processing of emotional entities (e.g., Strüber et
al., 2008; McClure et al., 2004; Mathiak & Weber, 2006). For example, dorsal anterior
cingulated cortex activity was discussed to be increased in men during the confrontation
with aggression-related stimuli (McClure et al., 2004; Mathiak & Weber, 2006), and women
showed larger brain responses in orbito-frontal cortex when confronted with aversive
stimuli (Fichtenholz et al., 2004; McClure et al., 2004; Lithari et al., 2010).
The here included stimuli consisted of short video clips, which were filmed from a first
person perspective (BRemen Aggression INventory, BRAIN; e.g., Fehr et al., 2007). There
were three stimulus categories considered in the present work: Reactive aggressive, social
positive and neutral situations. Each stimulus displays an initial phase, during which a

scenarios develops, a stop picture following the initial phase and a final phase during
which the consequences of the individual´s decision is displayed. The study participant is
asked to spontaneously respond when the scenario freezes right after the initial phase and
the corresponding stop picture is presented. If they choose to approach the situation, a go
clip will be presented; if they choose to withdraw the situation, a No-Go clip will be
presented.
Based on former studies and hypothetical model assumptions, women are expected to
show larger slow and/or fast oscillatory brain responses over lateral-ventral prefrontal
areas than men, while men are expected to produce larger responses over dorsolateral
prefrontal areas than women during the development of a decision and preparation of
motor-responses while faced with a presumably threatening scenarios potentially affording
a reactive aggressive response. It might also be expected that males compared to females
rather tend to approach reactive aggression-related situations.
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